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Phobya G-Silent 14
1100rpm Red LED Fan (

140x140x25mm )

Special Price

$8.46 was

$9.95

Product Images

Description

Phobya's newest masterpiece of cooling technology!

A fan which appeals to both silent-enthusiasts and users of high-power systems is something all-new in the cooling sector. These
features and the additional talents of this fan make the competition "Fear It"!

The manufacturer consortium Phobya has achieved the exceptional compromise of not increasing noise emissions whilst
improving airflow.
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This was made possible by adjusting fan blade angle and geometry as well as the implementation of many other design features.
This fan is the future! A bearing which connects fan and frame with minimal flow resistance, a highly developed motor and rigid
frame as well as special blade geometries: This is what makes this fan so quiet whilst maintaining excellent performance. The
increased fan speed allows increased Airflow for added performance.
At a speed of 1100rpm even the most advanced fan becomes audible. Hence this fan was designed to also run at lower voltages.
With a starting voltage of 7-12V this fan can become as quiet as a whisper and still maintain strong airflow for powerful cooling.
The cable is enclosed in white sleeve, underlining the design of the fan.

Looks are another factor which was considered besides functionality. Red fan blades with an elegant transparent frame,
completely in high-gloss design with red LEDs, creating an eye-catcher for in the system. This fan is truly a great choice!

Specifications

Dimensions: 140 x 140 x 25mm
Colour: Transparent frame, red fan blades and red LEDs
Weight: 140g
Nominal voltage: 12V
Starting voltage: 7V
Current draw: 0.17A
Nominal speed: 1100rpm (+/-10%)
Airflow: 90m³/h / 53 CFM
Noise level: 24 dB(A)
MTBF (25°C): 50.000hrs
Connector: 3-Pin
Maximum static pressure: 1.61 mm H2O
Special features: 4 integrated red LEDs for lighting

Delivery:
1x Phobya G-14 Silent 1100rpm Red LED (140x140x25mm)
1x 4 fan screws
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Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-79083

Weight 0.7500

Color Red

Fan Dimensions 140mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Connection 3-Pin

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1100

Fan CFM 53

Fan Noise (dB) 24

LED Color Red

Special Price $8.46


